Expectations for children
in Year 3 and 4

In writing the objectives are broken down into…

• Spelling- year 3/4 common exception words
• Handwriting – legible/cursive
• Composition – green pen
• Vocabulary, grammar and punctuation – SPAG,
terminology sheets

Some examples of Writing
goals...
Year 3

Year 4

Use the prefixes un-, dis-, mis-, re-, pre-.

Use the prefixes in-, im-, il-, ir-, sub-, inter-, super-, anti, auto-.

Increasingly use the diagonal and horizontal strokes that
are needed to join letters and begin to understand which
letters, when adjacent to one another, are best left
unjoined.

Use the diagonal and horizontal strokes that are needed
to join letters and understand which letters, when
adjacent to one another, are best left unjoined.

Draft and write by organising writing into paragraphs as a
way of grouping related material.

Draft and write in narratives, creating settings,
characters and plot with consideration for the audience
and purpose.

Evaluate and edit by proposing changes to grammar and
vocabulary linked to the use of a/an, conjunctions,
adverbs and prepositions

Evaluate and edit by proposing changes to grammar and
vocabulary to improve consistency, including the accurate
use of pronouns in sentences, expanded noun phrases and
fronted adverbials.

Understand the following terminology: Preposition,
conjunction. Word family, prefix. Clause, subordinate
clause. Direct speech. Consonant, consonant letter, vowel,
vowel letter. Inverted commas (or speech marks).

Understand the following terminology: determiner,
pronoun, possessive pronoun, adverbial.

How do the children meet expected
standard?
• Children need to meet all of the writing
goals to be at the ‘expected’ standard at
the end of the year.

• We assess children’s independent writing
against the criteria twice every half term.

READING

‘Reading with your child is vital.
Research shows that it's the single
most important thing you can do to
help your child's education. It's
best to read little and often, so
try to put aside some time for it
every day.’

What does your child need to be able
to do in reading?
• Reading sheets
• Questioning – develop comprehension
• Reading at home

Some examples of Reading
goals...
Year 3

Year 4

Apply his/her growing knowledge of root words,
prefixes and suffixes (etymology and morphology),
both to read aloud and to understand the meaning
of new words he/she meets, to including dis-, mis-,
in-, il-, im-, ir-, -ly,

Apply his/her growing knowledge of root words, prefixes
and suffixes (etymology and morphology), including re-,
sub-, inter-, super-, anti-, auto-, -ation, -ous, both to read
aloud and to understand the meaning of new words he/she
meets

Maintain positive attitudes to reading and
understanding of what he/she reads by listening to
and discussing a wide range of fiction, poetry, plays
and non-fiction.

Maintain positive attitudes to reading and understanding
of what he/she reads by listening to and discussing a wide
range of fiction, poetry, plays, non-fiction and reference
books or textbooks

Understand what he/she reads by drawing inferences,
such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and
motives from their actions, and justifying inferences with
evidence.

Understand what he/she reads by checking that the text
makes sense to him/her, discussing his/her understanding
and explaining the meaning of words in context.

Read aloud his/her own writing using appropriate
intonation and controlling the tone and volume so that the
meaning is clear

Read aloud his/her own writing, to a group or the whole
class, using appropriate intonation and controlling the tone
and volume so that the meaning is clear.

• Times tables and divisions
Year 3 - 2,3,4,5,8,10
Year 4 - all times tables and division facts.
• Basic skills – recalling number bonds, mental calculations, times
table/division speed test completed every 2 weeks to see if children
can beat their score.
Games at home - hit the button (the children love this!)
• Year 3 / 4 objectives
• Number homework

Some examples of Maths
goals...
Year 3

Year 4

Recognise the place value of each digit in a
three-digit number (hundreds, tens, ones).

Recognise the place value of each digit in a fourdigit number (thousands, hundreds, tens, and ones).

Add and subtract numbers with up to three
digits, using formal written methods of
columnar addition and subtraction.

Add and subtract numbers with up to 4 digits, using
the formal written methods of columnar addition
and subtraction where appropriate

Recall and use multiplication and division facts for
the 3, 4 and 8 multiplication tables.

Recall multiplication and division facts for
multiplication tables up to 12 x 12.

Recognise, find and write fractions of a discrete
set of objects: unit fractions and non-unit
fractions with small denominators

Add and subtract fractions with the same
denominator.

Draw 2-D shapes and make 3-D shapes using
modelling materials; recognise 3-D shapes in
different orientations and describe them

Compare and classify geometric shapes, including
quadrilaterals and triangles, based on their
properties and sizes

Homework.
Class 3
• Spellings and reading comprehension / SPAG - Tuesday to Tuesday
• Number homework and times tables practice to be given in on a
Friday, test on a Friday.
Class 4
English - spellings and weekend diary.
Maths - times tables/division facts to learn and worksheet based on
the learning done in class that week.
All homework will be handed out on a Friday, and expected back by
Tuesday. Tests will take place on a Friday and results will be sent
home.
Reading- reading records- questioning.

How can you support your child at
home?
• Talk to them about school. (If they will!)
• Read reading books on a daily basis where possible.
• Talk about homework and ask them to explain what they are
doing.
• Ask them to write for different purposes at home; shopping
lists, cards, letters to family members.
• Play online games - topmarks, crickweb, bbc bitesize, snappy
maths, oxford owl ebooks
• Write for fun, about anything they like and read it
together, are they using correct punctuation? Spellings?

Reminders • Water bottles
• Book bags
• Swimming kit and bag - Wednesdays

• Earrings and jewellery
• Reading books

• Homework returned on time

